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Dear Readers 

The first half of 2013 is characterised by two important in-
dustry shows: the bauma in April, and transport logistic in 
June. Both of these shows are well matched for BPW. At the 
bauma, we will be presenting ourselves as a running gear 
specialist for special applications – with the slogan “Axles 
all areas. Powered by BPW.” At transport logistic, we will be 
concentrating on telematics. We feature our latest innovation, 
TControl ConStruct, on page 18 of this magazine.

This edition of trailer world is also influenced by the topics of 
construction and intelligence from various perspectives. 
Following the IAA year in 2012, this means we continue to 
have the opportunity in 2013 to position BPW as a leader in 
quality and innovation for running gear technology. The further 
link between running gear and telematics sets us positively 
apart from new players and organisations in the market.

BPW offers the right solutions for all users who are taking a 
look at their fleet investments from a sustainability perspec-
tive and are not only considering the purchase costs but also 
operational costs such as consumption, maintenance, repair and 
service as well as the resale value. Follow us on this “economical 
path” – and enjoy the latest edition of trailer world! 

Yours sincerely

Editorial

Dr. Bert Brauers, Member of the Management Board/Sales
E-mail: brauersb@bpw.de

picture gallery linkvideo/audio
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The photo

Central location and easy access

Stuttgart is getting a new quarter: the Europa Quarter. It is being built close to the central station on the site of the former 
goods and shunting yards, and in future it will offer its residents and visitors easy access in a central location. The gardens of 
the Stuttgart Schlossgarten and the shopping mile, Königstraße, are close by. Moskauer Straße, accessible to vehicles, will be 
the central axis through the Quarter with all other roads and squares being pedestrianised. 
The Quarter is one of the most important inner-city developments in Germany. The first building complexes are complete, 
including Stuttgart’s new municipal library which is part of the Europa Quarter.
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 Leading 
manufactur-
ers of com-
mercial ve-

hicles are clearly working hard to 
push new Euro-6 trucks onto the 
market. With financing from sourc-
es close to the manufacturer, buyers 
are being tempted with the incen-
tive of high guaranteed buy-back 
values. Initial fears that the vehicles 
would be more expensive in terms 
of fuel consumption than compa-
rable Euro-5 trucks have proved to 
be unfounded; this, combined with 
progress in maintenance intervals 
and costs, means that it may already 
be worthwhile making the pur-
chase, depending on individual use.

 At the end of May, BPW Ben-
elux is celebrating its fifth an-
niversary – together with cus-
tomers, employees and business 
partners. To mark this anniver-
sary, the 19-strong team around 
CEO Guido Nussbaum will be 
holding an in-house show in the 
Belgian town of Herstal on 24 
and 25 May. Since 2008, the BPW 
subsidiary has been responsible 
for sales in our neighbouring 
countries of Belgium, the Neth-
erlands and Luxembourg, where 
BPW has been a renowned brand 
for more than 60 years. As well 

as the company’s headquarters in 
Belgium, BPW Benelux has an-
other branch in the Dutch town 
of Eindhoven, in order to provide 
expert support to its customers 
there at any time. The product 
range of BPW Benelux includes 
the complete range of BPW axles 
and accessories from the areas of 
original equipment, aftermarket, 
agricultural market and com-
mercial vehicles. In addition, the 
subsidiary acts as a dealer for 
products from Herstal, HBN-
Teknik, Ermax, Mefro, Fontaine, 
Conti and Trailerline. 

 Recently, BPW began to present 
vivid case studies of applications 
involving axles, running gear and 
telematics systems from BPW. 
These studies can be found in the 

media area on the BPW 
website at www.bpw.de.

The brief presentations illustrate a 
selection of individual and inno-
vative solutions by means of which 
BPW customers solve their indus-
try-specific challenges. For exam-
ple, the newly developed one-cyl-
inder steering axle was put through 
its paces by Josef Kotte Landtech-
nik GmbH & Co. KG. This axle 
has been designed for driving with 
particularly low soil disturbance 
and maximum manoeuvrability in 
the agricultural sector. “Practical 
applications” delivers an exciting 
insight into the practical work done 
by BPW experts.

Offering Euro 6In-house show to mark the 
anniversary of BPW Benelux

Practical  
applications

Panorama

 “We’re taking the economic path”, announced BPW last year with its “Let’s go ECO” campaign. 
The objective was to draw attention to the economic potential of the trailer through flyers, adverts, 
newsletters and a monthly prize competition. The main prize on offer was certainly highly attractive: a 
two-week holiday to Australia including flights, accommodation and spending money. More than 1000 
people took part in the prize competition, in which they were also competing for other prizes such as 
the BPW ECO Wheel forged aluminium wheel, truck tyres and ECO Meters. The first prize was present-
ed by Peter Lindner, head of End User Support in Germany at BPW, to Theo Schuon, CEO of the large 
haulage company, Alfred Schuon GmbH, in Haiterbach. Together with his wife Doris Schuon, the lucky 
winner is looking forward to an exciting holiday Down Under. 

Working in the field: BPW technology has 
many application areas.

With the »Let’s go ECO« prize competition 
from Haiterbach to Down Under

Dates
04.–07.06.
transport logistic 
D-Munich

11.–13.06.
automechanika Middle East
VAE-Dubai

12.–14.07.
Truck Grand Prix
D-Nürburgring
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 The Fraunhofer Working Group 
for Supply Chain Services has ana-
lysed 46 ongoing projects in Cen-
tral Europe regarding the topic of 
city logistics. The result: The prof-
itability of the concepts remains 
questionable. The closed systems of 
CEP service providers and large in-
dividual retailers have been largely 
optimised – costs of delivering into 
city centres hardly differ from those 

to a city logistics depot close to the 
centre, observes the report. Never-
theless, a demand is identified, be-
cause the lack of room and smaller 
shop areas in city centres mean that 
a higher number of deliveries must 
be made, and thus the frequency of 
deliveries is greater. What is more, ad-
ditional cities could introduce a road 
charging scheme, such as already 
exists in London, Oslo or Milan.

 Always keep your finger on 
the pulse  – the free newsletter 
service provides regular infor-
mation about current industry 
topics, product news and servic-
es, trade shows, events and new 
products from BPW. 

Brand-new – subscribers re-
ceive all the relevant information 
quickly and easily directly into 
their e-mail inbox. 

More dialogue, more knowl-
edge – tips and advice, pictures 
and videos in Web 2.0: The BPW 
Newsletter is multimedia. The 
BPW website also offers extensive 
background information on the 
individual topics.

International – BPW makes all the 
reports from its wide range of top-
ics available to Newsletter subscrib-
ers in German and English. 

Simply log on in the Me-
dia area at www.bpw.de 

to receive the Newsletter and you 
will then start receiving all our 
important news direct to your 
workplace.

News from BPW: 
Multimedia and always  
up to date

 Service is now available  
quickly and straightforwardly 
from BPW via the smartphone. 
With BPW Mobile, users can  
locate a suitable service centre in 
Europe at any time. Using vari-
ous search functions such as Di-
rect Service or EBS Service, it is  
possible to search for the right 
place to go based on the required 
town or the immediate vicin-
ity, and on request the app also  
calculates the route to follow 
straightaway. In addition, BPW 
uses the free app to provide  
important documents such as 

installation and operating in-
structions, brochures, spare 
parts lists, warranty documents, 
reference times, product over-
views, maintenance instructions 
or workshop manuals. What is 
more, BPW Mobile also deliv-
ers current product and com-
pany news to the smartphone. 
The free application is available 
in German, English and French  
for the iPhone and as an Android 
version via the BPW website  
at www.bpw.de, the iTunes Store 

from Apple and the 
Google Play Store.

Your smartphone makes BPW service mobile throughout Europe

The free BPW Newsletter offers exciting 
insights.

Profitability remains questionable

The building trade is becoming greener: More than   

of all mineral building waste is environmentally recycled. 

Source: Central Association of German Construction Companies (Zentralverband Deutsches Baugewerbe)

90 percent

Now on the Smartphone: With the BPW app for iPhone and Android, users in Europe have service 
station information and important documents at their fingertips at any time.
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The Marmaray Project is currently the biggest building site in Europe: 
From autumn this year, a railway tunnel will connect Europe to Asia.

The project of the century

B ehind an unprepossessing fence in the Istanbul suburb of Üskü-
dar, there is a major building site that may well have given Tur-

key an entry into the Guinness book of records. This is where one of 
four underground stations is being built for the new underground 
railway that will connect Asia and Europe. At its deepest point, it 
passes 60 metres under the surface of the Bosphorus, and is locat-
ed only about 20 kilometres away from one of the most hazardous 
places in the world: the North Anatolian Fault. Every year the city of 
Istanbul is shaken by around 10,000 minor earthquakes, triggered 

when the African and Anatolian continental plates grind togeth-
er. Nevertheless, the risk of a catastrophic quake is growing year 
by year – a major challenge for the tunnel builders. At present, the 
building site in Üsküdar on the Asiatic side of Istanbul can only be 
reached by one of the emergency exits. Many steps lead down to the 
bottom, 28 metres below the surface of the earth. The dimensions of 
the station are those of an Olympic swimming pool, and some of the 
walls have already been tiled in blue and turquoise. An employee of 
the Ministry of Transport guides us about 800 metres through 

Title
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Reportage

»In an earthquake,  
the tunnel would be the  
safest place you could be.«
Selami Isik, structural engineer with Avrasya Consult
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the tunnel in the direction of Europe, un-
til we are standing under the waters of the 
Bosphorus. The skeletal work is almost fin-
ished, now activities are focussing on the 
rails. In mid-January, the site was visited by 
the Turkish prime minister in order to in-
augurate the first tracks. Standing on a red 
carpet, he stepped through the tunnel and 
announced in his speech: “The Marmaray 
Tunnel is not just a Turkish project, it is a 
global project.” The first thoughts about 
such a project came about in 1860 when the 
Ottomans dreamt of a connection between 
the continents. However this has now only 
become technically possible. It is backed up 
by a Japanese-Turkish consortium: Due to 
the geographical location and depth of the 
Bosphorus, the planners decided to dig a 
trench into the sea bed and install the tun-
nel elements in that. During 2007 and 2008, 
a total of eleven tunnel sections were built 
in the Turkish shipyard city of Tuzla on the 
Asiatic side of Istanbul. These sections were 
made from cement, and the longest was 135 
metres in length with a weight of 15,000 
tonnes. “Following their production in the 
shipyard, a special ship towed the elements 
through the Sea of Marmara to the building 
site, where they were sunk,” explains Sela-
mi Isik, structural engineer of the consult-
ing company Avrasya Consult. The special 
challenge, he continues, concerned dealing 
with the powerful currents in the Bospho-
rus – and the shipping. The tunnel elements 
were fitted with a GPS system in order to al-
low them to be placed correctly. The tech-
nicians could follow on a screen what was 
happening 60 metres down. The complete 

journey from the shipyard to the bottom of 
the Bosphorus took about six days for each 
tunnel element. 

60 metres down under the wa-
ters of the Bosphorus

“We achieved a world record with two el-
ements,” says Selami Isik. Never before, af-
ter all, had anyone sunk tunnel elements in 
such deep waters. Of the total network cov-
ering 76 kilometres between Halkali on the 
European and Gebze on the Asian side, 1.4 
kilometres are under the Bosphorus. A fur-
ther 9.8 kilometres has been dug by a total 
of five tunnel drilling machines. The drilled 
and sunk tunnel sections were connected 
on both sides using a special rubber-like 
material. “They also function as earth-
quake protection, because they can absorb 
the power of the shocks,” says Selami Isik. 
The entire tunnel, he continues, has been 
designed to withstand an earthquake of 7.4 
on the Richter scale without damage: “In an 
earthquake, the tunnel would be the safest 
place you could be.” The capacity of the tun-
nel is for about 75,000 passengers per day, 
while freight trains will use the connection 
at night. “It has not yet been clarified when 
precisely the cargo trains will run,” says 
Gökhan Göker, safety expert of the Taisei 
Group. The freight trains should be able 
to use the line from about midnight until 
five or six in the morning. “The Ministry of 
Transport is planning to build goods tran-
shipment centres on both sides of the tunnel 
to allow for loading from rail to truck and 
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Reportage

Top: A catamaran towed the eleven tunnel sections from the ship-
yard to the location where they were sunk. Using GPS, the techni-
cians are able to position the sections at depth in the Bosphorus. 

Left and far left: From two sides the tunnel drilling machine has  
burrowed through the earth, in order to complete the 100 year 
project. The sunken tunnel elements and the drilled tunnel will be 
bound with a special rubberised material. This cushions against 
earthquakes up to 7.4 on the Richter scale.

vice versa,” explains structural engineer Selami Isik. The construc-
tion work has already started. The companies involved have already 
moved enormous quantities of material and machinery for building 
of the Marmaray Project. They have installed about 430,000 cubic 
metres of concrete and 35 tonnes of steel, and dug out something 
like 956,000 cubic metres using the tunnel drilling machines. The 
Turkish logistics company, Öznakliyat, is the prime contractor for 
transporting the total of five tunnel drilling machines, and is re-
sponsible for customs clearance, stocking material and returning 
used machine parts to Japan. We delivered the first tunnel drill-
ing machine in February 2006,” explains Feliz Bozat, the project 
manager at Öznakliyat, who has looked after the project right from 
the start. A Japanese transport company delivered the machines 
to Haydarpaşa, Istanbul’s port, she explains. Öznakliyat then took 
over the job of transporting the machines to the building site. “The 

machines came here dismantled into eight parts,” remembers Bo-
zat. They had to be assembled on site; they have a diameter of more 
than eight metres. Machines of this size cannot be transported 
through the narrow streets of Istanbul. 

Archaeological finds delayed completion of the 
project by several years

“Delivering a tunnel drilling machine to the new metro station in 
Sirkeci last year proved particularly difficult,” says project manager 
Bozat. The station is located on the historical peninsula of Sultan-
ahmet in the immediate vicinity of the Topkapi Palace and Hagia 
Sophia, the famous emblem of Istanbul. Öznakliyat had to remove 
obstructions from the route and restore them after the trans-

Title
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port to enable the low-loader to get through. 
In addition, the local electricity companies 
had to provide technicians to raise the over-
head lines of the tramway, because some of 
the machine parts were more than five me-
tres tall. “We worked for five nights to bring 
the machine to the building site,” says Bozat. 
Structural engineer Selami Isik also regards 
the station in Sirkeci as the greatest chal-
lenge in the entire Marmaray Project. The 
two other new underground stations were 
built using the cut-and-cover principle: 
this involves digging an enormous hole, 
building the station in it and then cover-
ing it over again. This was not possible in 
Sirkeci due to the dense concentration of 
buildings, which made it necessary for all 
machines and material to access the build-
ing site via shafts, as the station is located 58 
metres deep under the earth. 

Furthermore, archaeological finds pro-
vided several years of delay. For example, 
an early Byzantine harbour from the 4th 
century AD was found during construction 
of the metro station in Yenikapi on the Eu-
ropean side. According to the Taisei Group 
construction company, there was no special 
logistics concept. However, the engineers 
used areas in the immediate vicinity of the 
building sites for storage. In addition, the 
local councils of the affected districts of the 
city provided storage areas and warehouses. 
In Turkey, Öznakliyat has a total of 228,000 
square metres of storage area for containers, 
105,000 square metres of this in Istanbul 
alone. In 2012, the company achieved sales 
of 20 million US dollars, and owns 150 of its 
own trucks and trailers. In total, Öznakliyat 
transported 50,000 cubic metres of material 
for the Marmaray Project.

Filiz Bozat was also responsible for trans-
porting parts of the tunnel drilling machines 
back, because customs requirements meant 
they were not allowed to remain in the coun-
try. The technicians have been working on the 
interior facilities of the stations for some time 
now. “We put in the escalators during the past 
few months,” explains Filiz Bozat. The route is 
to be officially opened on 30 September.  
With the Marmaray Project, only one of many 
major building sites will be completed. The 
next ones are already attracting attention:  
Istanbul  is to get a third airport, and a canal 
will be built between the Black Sea and  
the Sea of Marmara. The construction work 
for another tunnel under the Bosphorus has 
just begun. (sl)               

Building the station in Sirkeci on the historic Sultanahmet peninsu-
la represented a challenge. All machines were lowered down into 
the earth to a depth of almost 60 metres through supply shafts (top 
left). Concrete sections for lining the tunnel walls were produced by 
a Turkish company and then delivered to the building site (top right). 
The prime contractor, Taisei, undertakes regular inspections (middle). 
The electrical supply still has to be completed, amongst other tasks, 
on the Asian side in Üsküdar (bottom left). 

ka

The Marmaray Project

 The Marmaray Project is one of the biggest infrastructure projects in Europe. The total network between Halkali on the European 
and Gebze on the Asian side covers 76 kilometres, of which 1.4 kilometres are in the buried tunnel elements on the sea bed of the 
Bosphorus. The builders had to dig just under 14 kilometres through the earth. The remainder of the route is above-ground. The 
price tag of the project is about 3.5 billion US dollars, partially financed by the European Investment Bank and the Japan Bank for 
International Cooperation (JBIC). Building work started in 2004 and the opening of the tunnel is planned for 30 September 2013. 
The capacity of a train will be around 3,500 passengers, and the system is expected to carry 75,000 people per hour. There are 40 
stations along the network, three of them underground. The travel time between Üsküdar and Sirkeci will be only four minutes in 
future – whereas today it can take something like 30 minutes depending on traffic conditions or the means of transport (bus, car or ferry).
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planned
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500 grams of bolts

or a tonne of cement

Reportage
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In the construction materials trade, precise planning and good teamwork are  
important. A visit to the Hamburg branch of Raab Karcher.

T he trowel with gooseneck, the 36-
part socket set, high-performance 

mortar, the Fliesenlochboy tile cut-
ter, the 24-kilogram bucket of high-
ly flexible waterproofing filler or an 
entire tonne of cement: This builders 
merchant offers everything that DIY 
enthusiasts and professional builders 
could desire. The Hamburg branch of 
Raab Karcher, located on an industri-
al estate in the Billbrook district, pro-
vides the “full package” for building 
sites all over Hamburg.

Four thousand items are perma-
nently in stock: Everything that is 
needed for road construction and ren-
ovation, shell construction, roofing 
and interior works. If a site manager 
wants to equip a building site, he gen-
erally writes a bill of quantities con-
taining everything – from building 
materials and tools through to barri-
er tape, toilet paper and rubbish bags. 
Raab Karcher can supply everything.

Info by SMS    Tradesmen or private 
individuals who only want to buy a 
few items or small quantities of build-
ing materials generally collect these 
themselves from the adjacent shop. As 
a rule, deliveries are only made once 
the size of a pallet is reached. Raab Karcher Hamburg operates with 
a regional haulage company for this purpose, which provides about 
twelve vehicles every day on a permanent basis. More can be ordered 
if necessary. The fleet includes a tower crane which can deliver the 
ordered materials on site if requested, directly up to the third floor. 
The vehicles cover two or three circuits every day. They are load-

ed on the evening before for their first 
rounds, meaning that the load only 
has to be added to in the morning, and 
can set off on schedule at 6 a.m. 
All of the vehicles are equipped with 
telematics systems, which allows the 
customer to use a convenient service: 
He is informed by SMS precisely when 
the order will be delivered. The mes-
sage also contains the number of a per-
sonal scheduler in case of queries. In 
addition, the scheduling department 
in the branch always knows precisely 
which vehicle is where, and whether it 
has already unloaded or not.  

Teamwork is called for “Construction 
material logistics is a question of experi-
ence,” says Karim Shaaban, summing it 
up. The 29 year old is responsible for or-
ders and stock at the Hamburg branch. 
Teamwork is also called for, he thinks: 
An order can quickly extend to as many 
as 50 different items. Sales has got to re-
cord everything correctly, the warehouse 
employee must concentrate to avoid 
seizing the wrong bag and the space in 
the vehicle must be used sensibly when 
loading. The Raab Karcher branch in  
Hamburg has just extended its area by 
2,200 square metres of storage facility: 

The new hall should make it possible to work in a structured way. New 
assortments have been included, it is now possible to store larger quan-
tities, and the distances to be covered by employees are short. A traffic-
way system also facilitates everyday work in the yard in front of the hall: 
The vehicles that are delivering or collecting are now directed more 
clearly, and they have more space available than before.  P
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Karim Shaaban ensures that the warehouse of the Raab 
Karcher branch in Hamburg is always well stocked.

Report
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Elaborate planning   In addition to 
the basic assortment that the build-
ers merchant keeps in stock, about 68 
percent of the products are en route, 
and are called for directly from the in-
dustry when they have been ordered 
by the customer. This requires elab-
orate planning: The order rhythms 
must be calculated as effectively as 
possible, after all the correct quanti-
ties must be available for delivery at 
the right time. For two years now, 
the “Centralising Purchasing, Pro-
curement and Regional Administra-
tion” department in the company has 
helped to achieve this. It is known as 
ZEBRA for short – an acronym based 
on its name in German. It is a cen-
tral department which coordinates 

all orders for the Northern Germany 
area, organising procedures more ef-
ficiently and reducing the workload 
of the sales departments in the in-
dividual branches. Orders contin-
ue to be received there; employees 
write delivery notes and book the 
stock. ZEBRA works in the back-
ground, observing when items dip 
below their reorder points, and im-
mediately orders more. The corre-
sponding key figures are defined 
by ZEBRA in cooperation with the 
individual branches. One of the fac-
tors that are important is the ques-
tion of delivery times for the par-
ticular articles – it can take several 
weeks for specially coated wood to 
arrive from China or Brazil.

»For us, all customers 
are the same, whether 
they are buying  
one pot of paint or a 
thousand.«
Karim Shaaban, responsible for 
orders and stock

Driver Sandor Küster loads and secures the ordered 
products.
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A nose for innovations   It goes 
without saying that new items are 
included in the range after being 
closely scrutinised. Raab Karcher 
remains in constant contact with 
industry for this purpose. “We also 
respond to information or requests 
from customers when it comes to 
identifying innovations, and includ-
ing them in our product range if 
suitable,” says Karim Shaaban. Arti-
cles recently included in the past, for 
example, have included manholes, 
glass facades and materials with 
particular properties such as a high 
acoustic insulation effect. 

The Hamburg branch of Raab Karcher 
has already handled major projects 
such as the building site for the 
“Spiegel” building, which involved the 
publishing company of that name 
building a new 13-floor block in the 
HafenCity port regeneration area – a 
particularly environmentally friendly 
reference project. The delivery quantities 
for such mammoth projects soon reach 
superlative values, although for industry 
experts like Karim Shaaban they are 
part and parcel of everyday work. “For 
us, all customers are the same, whether 

they are buying one pot of paint 
or a thousand.” (jg)               

ka

Raab Karcher

 Raab Karcher was founded in 1848 in 
Kaiserslautern, as a purchasing syndicate 
for Saar coal. Over 160 years, the coal mer-
chant from Rhineland-Palatinate developed 
into Saint-Gobain Building Distribution 
Deutschland GmbH, a trading and service 
company with over 160 branches and 3,800 
employees. Raab Karcher offers, amongst 
other things, construction materials and ti-
les for private customers and professionals. 
The company‘s services include support in 
implementing the new energy saving regu-
lations, a delivery and collection service as 
well as supplying tradesmen.

The new warehouse offers more room for more prod-
ucts, and a better organisation.

The shop carries the entire assortment for each build-
ing site.

Sandor Küster enters the 
destination of his journey 
in the telematics system.

Report
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Innovation

For building companies, a fleet of vehicles represents a high cost factor. The new 
telematics unit “TControl ConStruct” from the Munich-based idem GmbH helps to 
save money: It supplies important information for optimising procedures.

Managing transport on the 
building site more efficiently

F ollowing the global financial crisis, the 
building industry in Germany is slow-

ly getting back on its feet. The economy is 
picking up above all because of commercial 
building projects and significantly greater 
demand for residential building. According 
to experts from Euroconstruct, the Euro-
pean research and consulting network, the 
main reasons for this positive trend are low 
interest rates, concerns about rising infla-
tion and persistence of the Euro crisis, as 
well as the lack of accommodation in con-
urbations. Spurred on by this development, 
companies faced with growing competition 
are increasingly looking for ways to opti-

mise their procedures, and sustainably re-
duce unnecessary costs.

Sustainable rationalisation of 
the expenditure on machinery 
and transport

One aspect that has received little atten-
tion in practice is how to manage transport 
movements efficiently on the building site and 
make good use of the fleet of all companies in-
volved. “In many construction companies, use 
of the vehicle fleet represents the biggest cost 
item, and is thus worthy of particular atten-

tion as a possible competitive advantage“, says 
Thomas Eiglsperger of idem GmbH transport 
solutions, the Munich-based telematics sys-
tem company, advancing his argument. “Ra-
tionalisation of this use of machinery is thus 
one of the most effective tools for countering 
the increasing cost and competitive pressure 
in the industry.” After all, he continues, it is 
precisely the business process of fleet control 
that is becoming more and more important 
due to the improved possibilities offered by 
high-performance IT and telematics solu-
tions in planning, scheduling and evaluation. 
idem GmbH has long since been addressing 
these issues and now offers its new solution 
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“TControl ConStruct”. This is a telematics 
unit that gathers precisely the information 
which is required for utilisation planning, 
flexible deployment control or evaluation of 
fleet performance. What is more, this infor-
mation can be prepared specifically for its 
application purpose. The telematics units are 
fitted ex-works in the vehicles or trailers, and 
provide the corresponding data to the TCon-
trol centre operated by idem. There, the data 
is collected, stored and processed further. The 
centre has various interfaces, amongst others 
to the web portal, by means of which vehicles 
are controlled online, and which can be used 
for communicating with analytical and work-

shop software as well as the companies’ own 
ERP/SAP systems. In this way, the procedures 
can be made much more transparent, particu-
larly on large building sites with a highly diverse 
vehicle fleet, because data is provided from the 
smallest through to the largest possible means 
of transport, and is integrated in one system.   

The holistic approach permits a 
direct consideration of economic 
efficiency

“idem TControl ConStruct evaluates 
the operating times of individual vehicles 

on the building sites as part of the tracking 
data, thus allowing a direct economic effi-
ciency evaluation of the fleet deployment 
from individual building sites through to 
entire projects, and even the company as a 
whole, “ says Eiglsperger. “This means it is a 
comprehensive approach. In the past, there 
was usually no link between expenditure 
and deployment of the fleet on individual 
projects as well as cost factors, or this infor-
mation could only be obtained as part of a 
relatively complicated procedure.  TControl 
ConStruct provides building companies 
with important information, such as for 
planning and requirement calculation  

Service

Vehicle with 
TControl unit

Building site Material storage/
gravel, cement plant

Planning

Always in contact

Fleet management

Material flow

With TControl ConStruct, it is possible to manage transport movements on building sites and the fleet of 
all companies involved with efficiency.

Landfill/
temporary storage

Material flow
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of vehicles for the building site in ques-
tion. Data about capacity utilisation of the 
fleet, statistics on consumption figures or 
CO2 balances is gathered as well, and made 
available to the user. “This facilitates effi-
cient management of a fleet in practice to a 
significant extent,” says Eiglsperger. Meas-
ures such as maintenance planning or new 
procurement can be better coordinated 
through using the solution. 

Telematics data as the  
central basis for efficient fleet 
management

The system is able to calculate the capac-
ity utilisation of different vehicle types – by 
time, weight or distance – and thus provide 
valuable support on various topics such as 
procurement management in the fleet, effi-
ciency calculations or offer preparation, 
more detailed analyses in the controlling 

area or precise calculation and estimates of 
fleet costs with direct reference to the pro-
ject in question. Major projects can also be 
planned much more reliably and accurately 
using the system. Amongst other products, 
BPW Bergische Achsen manufactures run-
ning gear for tipper vehicles that are 
equipped with modern electronic brake 
systems (EBS) from various manufacturers. 
“EBS is the source of a lot of information 
about the trailer,” explains Wanja Ignatius 
of the Product Development department at 
idem. “It delivers data about the current 
status, and the telematics unit uses this to 
calculate the type of use, in particular in-
formation about the brake loading, and 
transmits this information to the high-
er-level IT system.” The following informa-
tion is processed at present: type or serial 
number, wheel speed, mileage covered, pay-
load weight, connection to the tractor vehi-
cle, system voltage, status of the EBS, ABS 
intervention as well as the number and type 

of braking operations. In addition, the indi-
vidual tyres also provide data about the tyre 
pressure and temperatures to the telematics 
unit, assuming the tyres have been equipped 
with the corresponding sensors. This gives 
users greater security, allows them to con-
sume less fuel, plan maintenance with 
greater care and change tyres when need-
ed. idem TControl ConStruct can thus be 
used by transport managers for logistics 
control, and by f leet managers for techni-
cal monitoring and maintenance plan-
ning. Equally, it provides the company 
management with important information 
for strategic decisions relating to fleet  
management. “With an expansion, the sys-
tem can also be used for real-time schedul-
ing,” says Thomas Eiglsperger. “This has 
the advantage that the fleet scheduler can 
quickly intervene in the procedures when-
ever necessary.” (tw)                            

About idem GmbH

idem GmbH transport solutions was 
founded in Munich in 2005 by Peter 
Jendras. It is a non-proprietary vendor 
of trailer telematics and temperature 
monitoring systems with the objectives 
of offering a neutral solution from a 
single source for trailer monitoring. 
BPW Bergische Achsen KG has had a 
majority stake in idem since 2012. The 
owner-managed company currently 
employs 25 people, and primarily serves 
customers in the business areas of tele-
matics services, logistics solutions and 
consulting. As at January 2013, a total of 
more than 24,000 telematics units from 
idem are in use worldwide – first and 
foremost at customers in the European 
Union, the USA, Mexico and Australia. 

For more information about telematics solutions 
from idem, please refer to: www.idem-gmbh.com

Innovation

»idem TControl ConStruct  
permits direct evaluation of the 
efficiency of fleet use.«
Thomas Eiglsperger, manager at idem GmbH transport solutions 
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Rüdebusch Baustoffe und Transporte e. K. from Braunschweig has a fleet of 190 
tractor units, and delivers to building sites above all else.

Bulk good transports with 
environmental credentials

Rüdebusch has many tippers in its fleet: They transport bulk materials such as sand, gravel or mineral mixtures to building sites, where roads 
are being renovated or new ones built, for example.

E very ten minutes, a vehicle from 
Rüdebusch Baustoffe und Transporte 

e. K. arrives at the building site: Asphalt is 
delivered, and it has to be on schedule in 
order to arrive hot. The vehicles are pre-
cisely timed, which is made possible by 
good scheduling, plenty of experience and 

solid teamwork. Rüdebusch supplies con-
struction materials of all kinds: Sand, con-
crete, gravel, mineral mixtures, asphalt, 
crushed stone, topsoil, cobblestone bedding 
– everything that is required for building 
new roads or renovating existing ones. The 
logistics company with its headquarters in 

Braunschweig focuses on bulk materials: 35 
years after its foundation, Rüdebusch is now 
one of the biggest bulk haulage companies 
in Northern Germany – with 250 employ-
ees and four sites: in Braunschweig, Heck-
lingen, Ilfeld and Felsberg. Fleet manger Di-
eter Placzek is in charge of Rüdebusch’s P
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vehicles. He has been with the company 
since 2003. “When I started here, we had 75 
vehicles in the yard, and now there are 190 
tractor units,” says the 64 year old. “This in-
cludes many tipper vehicles, but we also 
look after general cargo, sea containers 
or silo transports.” Rüdebusch delivers 
to building sites above all else, but never-
theless its vehicles are equipped with disc 
brakes: “We have had great success with 

the disc brake, even in the harshest of con-
ditions.” says Placzek. 

Rüdebusch also offers recycling 
of construction materials

Rüdebusch is a versatile company with 
many revenue streams. One of those is the 
concrete filling station (see box page 23). In 

addition, the company is also active in re-
cycling: Rüdebusch can prepare construc-
tion materials in its own recycling yard at 
the port in Braunschweig. For example, if 
building rubble is created during the reno-
vation of motorways or demolition of build-
ings, the company transports it away, pro-
cesses it and returns it to the site owner for 
use. The haulage company can also handle 
waste management for a construction pro-
ject. What is more, Rüdebusch can store 
and tranship bulk goods at Braunschweig 
port, as well as loading and unloading in-
land waterway vessels. The company’s own 
ship, “Inga R.”, regularly operates for one of 
the main clients. This is located in the Harz 
mountains, and needs to transport crushed 
stone to mixing plants in Cuxhaven or 
Hamburg. Rüdebusch used to transport 
this by road all the time – until the compa-
ny bought the “Inga R.”. Now the deliveries 
go through the Mittelland Canal. One trip 
alone can carry 1,350 tonnes of material, 
corresponding to 48 truck journeys. This 
means transporting by water saves costs, 
and the ship is one of the most environmen-
tally friendly means of transport.

Environmental protection 
is consistently practised at 
Rüdebusch

Driving as green as possible is a highly 
important goal for Rüdebusch. The compa-
ny has “adopted a green policy for its opera-
tions”, is how Dieter Placzek puts it. It has 
long been a matter of course for the company 

Top: Building sites are supplied by the 
company not only with bulk materials and 
other construction materials, but also 
with vehicles such as this excavator.

Bottom: Rüdebusch also has a ship in its 
fleet, the “Inga R.”. On a trip to Hamburg, 
it can hold as much as 48 truckloads. 
This saves money and protects the 
environment.
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Filling up with concrete – at Rüdebusch, it is 
possible to draw off even small amounts of 
the building material

  A horn sounds, lights flash and machinery starts to whistle; 
the conveyor belt rattles: This is a machine for filling up, but not 
with fuel – it is concrete! The grey mass flows into the custom-
er’s trailer from a height of two metres. One cubic metre, no 
more is required, he only wants to pour the foundation for a gar-
den shed. Such small delivery amounts are no problem at the 
Rüdebusch filling station, indeed it has actually been specially 
designed for this: A concrete mixing plant in miniature format. 
The service is intended for private customers, gardeners and 
landscape designers. Often, they are unable to mix small and 
medium amounts of concrete on site, since this requires ma-
chines that also need to be transported, and takes time. 

With the filling station, customers don’t need to worry about 
this. “We saw a facility such as this at a company that we know in Southern Germany, and decided to adopt the idea,” explains fleet manag-
er Dieter Placzek. “It is a complete success, the demand is high.” On Saturdays, the customers queue up – always when the DIY crowd are 
starting their projects. The service is uncomplicated and rapid: You report in and state the amount of concrete you need. After paying, you 
are given a chipcard.  Then you drive your vehicle or trailer underneath the loading conveyor. A chain hanging down indicates where  
the middle of the pile will be, showing where the concrete will be unloaded. The chipcard triggers delivery of the correct amount, 
the horn and flashing lights show when the “filling process” is starting and finishing – and after only 90 seconds you can drive off.

»We have had great success with  
the disc brake, even in the harshest  
of conditions.«
Dieter Placzek, fleet manager at Rüdebusch Baustoffe und 
Transporte e. K.

to use biodiesel in its tanks. What is more, 
the fleet is completely replaced every three 
years – this also makes it possible to drive 
the latest and thus particularly environ-
mentally friendly vehicles at all times. 
“Technology sets the standard, and we feel 
ourselves obliged to fulfil it,” says Placzek. 
“In addition, the vehicles are cheaper the 
more of them you have on the road.” Last 
but not least, consumption also drops: “Sev-
en or eight years ago, our trucks were using 

something like 50 litres per 100 kilometres, 
whereas now is it 30 litres,” explains Placzek. 
The company is 35 years old: Founded in 
1978 by Hans-Hermann Rüdebusch, an in-
dependent driver on local goods deliveries, 
Rüdebusch gradually extended his fleet and 
founded more branches. The company 
opened its own training centre in 2007 for 
providing driver training. The company’s 
own driving school also puts fuel-saving 
driving on the curriculum. “We want to 

train our drivers according to the possibili-
ties,” says Placzek. Whether they are able to 
put their knowledge into practice is indicat-
ed by the telematics systems that all vehicles 
in the Rüdebusch fleet are equipped with: 
The devices not only indicate the current lo-
cation of the vehicles, they also help the 
schedulers. They record data about the fuel 
consumption and braking distances, thus 

contributing to reducing pollution 
emissions and tyre wear.  (jg)       P
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Quality instead of bargain prices

Used commercial vehicles are traded internationally: 
The industry has got to face new challenges.
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Trading in used commercial vehicles and trailers is facing entirely 
new challenges. The Internet is changing not only buyers’ but 

also sellers’ behaviour on a permanent basis, while tougher bureau-
cratic hurdles are making life more difficult for German vendors 
in particular. In order to escape a price war that has been ruinous 
in some cases, companies such as LKW Lasic GmbH in Munich 
are increasingly playing the trump card of quality, and hoping in 
this way to win long-term market share. The industrial premises in 
the northern part of Munich is well filled: Trucks, trailers and con-
struction machinery of various levels of equipment, quality and age 
are parked in the yard. Customer demand has to be met – and in a 
completely different way today than even only a few years ago. “The 
Internet has changed our business completely.” Vladimir Lasic, the 
boss of the new and used vehicle dealership, regards this develop-
ment with mixed feelings. “On the one hand, a potential buyer or 
dealer such as us will find it much easier than before to locate ve-
hicles or trailers, and people nowadays also know fairly precisely 
where the goods in question are located,” says Lasic. “On the other 
hand, fly-by-night market players are appearing both amongst pur-
chasers and sellers, thereby making it very difficult to set prices in 
particular, because offers can now no longer be compared straight-
forwardly.” For example, highly divergent prices for apparently 
equivalent or almost equivalent commercial vehicles are being cir-
culated. This makes a purchase decision much more difficult. “The 
Internet and the associated higher level of anonymity that it brings 
to those involved mean that, in contrast to transactions with regu-
lar customers, you never really know precisely with whom you are 
dealing”, says Lasic in conversation with trailer world. “It has now 

become very complicated to gauge whether an enquiry is really se-
rious, or will be misused for other purposes.” Also, the margin sit-
uation for serious vendors has become much more difficult, for ex-
ample in the case of used trailer dealers frequently having to face 
additional costs after the purchase, such for the transfer (toll) or for 
rectifying defects. It goes without saying that these factors impact 
the profit margin – above all in the low price segment which is tra-
ditionally of interest to export customers.

Export customers increasingly want quality

All the same, Lasic currently achieves about two thirds of its total 
sales via Internet marketing. “One way that we deal with the in-
creasing loss of transparency is to attempt to classify our customers 
according to their buying behaviour,” says Lasic. “We differentiate 
between those purchasers who are motivated above all by price, and 
those for whom quality and/or service is important, even if it means 
the purchase price is higher.” This is the case with domestic customers 
above all else. After all, it is not always a low purchase price that saves 
most money, if you consider the entire lifecycle of the product. In the 
case of used trailers, for example, axles from well-known manufactur-
ers such as BPW have played and continue to play an important role in 
the purchase decision, since there are major differences in quality in 
this area. “BPW enjoys a very good name in the export area in par-
ticular,” observes Lasic. “For example, there are customers who spe-
cifically ask for BPW drum brakes and for whom it is very impor-
tant that these products are fitted in the used trailer.” In order to 

LKW Lasic currently achieves about two 
thirds of its overall sales through Internet 

marketing. Lasic’s range permanently 
includes about 100 new and used trucks as 

well as trailers and semitrailers.
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be able to meet the increasing quality expec-
tations of customers, Vladimir Lasic invested 
in new company premises a few years ago, and 
has also modernised the IT structures in the 
company on a gradual basis. After all, it is in-
creasingly important to work more efficiently, 
offer a better service and be more attractive 
to customers, manufacturers and employees. 
“The lack of availability of qualified personnel 
in the truck sector is a major headache for us 
at the moment,” says Vladimir Lasic. “In the 
Munich area, for example, we are facing a par-
ticular supply shortage, because we are una-
ble to pay exorbitant wages. For example, the 
company has been on the lookout for a mas-
ter motor vehicle engineer for some years 
now – but without success.

Red tape endangers  
competitiveness

Another problem which is encumbering 
the industry concerns the significant rise in 
bureaucratic complexity when exporting 
used vehicles and trailers. “Topics such as 
the introduction of the arrival confirmation 
as proof of delivery of goods, the regulation 
on issuing export plates or extended verifi-
cation obligations regarding purchase of 
units is making our business more difficult 
and more costly, and for no purpose as far as 

I can see because there seems to be no spe-
cific added value,” says Lasic. “If the costs of 
meeting such regulations amount to as 
much as 30% of the vehicle price, the busi-
ness is simply not worth it any more – nei-
ther for us nor for our customers.” Last but 
not least, of course, this also impacts on the 
speed of delivery because the customer may 
have to wait for two or three days until all 
the necessary documents are available. This 
problem, it appears, does not exist in most 
other EU countries, as a result of which the 
competitive position of German dealers in 

the international business would seem to 
have been weakened. And this in spite of the 
fact that vehicles and trailers from Ger-
man-speaking countries continue to enjoy 
the best reputation. “Such regulations not 
only impact our margins. They also mean 
that we have lower sales and so we pay less 
tax, and ultimately they represent a long-
term threat to our jobs,” says  
Lasic. And he believes this must be prevent-
ed at all costs.   (tw)             

For more information about the Lasic company, 
see www.lkwlasic.com

»The Internet has  
significantly changed  

our business.«
Vladimir Lasic, CEO of LKW Lasic

»It is an international market.«

Who buys used vehicles off the Internet? 
Philipp Schwenke: We are observing 

an extreme shift of demand towards East-
ern Europe, the Arab world and Africa: 
Customers there are specifically searching 
for vehicles in the West. Although this is 
not a new trend, the crisis in Western Eu-
rope has led to ever stronger dependency 
on this demand. Investments, including in 

used vehicles, are increasingly being post-
poned in domestic markets, while sales to 
eastern and African markets are becom-
ing more and more important for dealers 
to survive. At the same time, the crisis has 
not hit Eastern Europe so strongly, people 
there still have money to spend, and there 
is above all demand for keenly priced used 
vehicles.

What is the role of the German market?
Germany is a global key market for used 

commercial vehicles. The vehicles that peo-
ple can buy here are usually in very good 
condition, well maintained and of high 
quality. The buyers know this as well. Of 
the current 100,000 adverts, more or less, 
on our site, 80 percent are from Germany 
and 20 percent from international advertis-

Internet portals such as AutoScout24 Trucks provide a link between sellers and customers. 
Philipp Schwenke, the head of AutoScout24 Trucks, explains what online trading does.
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ers. However, we are currently building up 
substantial offerings from other Western 
European countries in order to give poten-
tial buyers an even wider choice of vehicle. 
However, you can basically say that there 
are not really individual national markets 
in the commercial vehicles sector: it is an 
international market.

How does the business function over long 
distances: Do potential customers come to 
visit the items before they buy?

This business has a lot to do with trust 
and personal contact between the seller and 
buyer. In most cases, firm networks have 
become established over many years. As a 
result, it is quite possible for distant selling 
to take place, without involving a visual in-
spection, simply because people trust one 
another. For example, they pay a deposit 
and make the remaining payment on col-
lection. However, there are also African 
buyers who travel in person to Western Eu-
rope, inspect vehicles and usually buy rela-
tively large quantities, frequently on behalf 
of their own customers.

Is it easier to sell a used trailer if you can 
demonstrate it has high-quality equipment?

It certainly is! Each minute of a break-
down costs money, therefore quality is in 
demand. And if you do need spare parts, 
they have got to be available quickly: Premi-
um brands offer the corresponding custom-
er service. A local service network and the 

local spare part situation are always taken 
into account in the purchase decision, espe-
cially with used vehicles. 

Is it more likely to be large or small compa-
nies who advertise with you?

That depends on the country. Germany, 
the Benelux countries and Nordic countries 
are highly dealership-driven: There, it is 
generally professional dealerships that have 
a large offering. In Southern Europe, such 
as Italy and Spain, the proportion of owner 
drivers is greater, and mostly they only have 
one or two vehicles. The further east you go, 
the smaller the structures get as well. 

What tips can you give to buyers to enable 
them to make a successful purchase?

As a buyer, you should be clear what 
vehicle you are looking for, with what 
specifications, and whether you will have 
access to spare parts and workshops lo-
cally. The best thing to do is to sound out 
your network regarding who has already 
had a good experience with which par-
ticular seller. Especially when it comes 
to cross-border purchases, everything 
should have been sorted out in advance 
at the purchase location. This also includes 
finding out in advance which documents 

will be necessary, so as to avoid trouble with 
customs or public authorities.

… and the sellers?
Sellers need to know precisely what doc-

uments they require, above all when selling 
to other countries. The advert should be 
widely distributed – offering for sale just in 
your own country in Western Europe does 
not make much sense.   (jg)           

Philipp Schwenke regards Germany as a worldwide key market for used vehicles.

ka

AutoScout24 Trucks 

 AutoScout24 Trucks is a division of 
AutoScout24 GmbH. Following its foun-
dation in Germany more than ten years 
ago, it has launched six new country 
sites as well as a site in English over 
the past years. The website regards 
itself as Europe’s biggest market 
for used commercial vehicles, with 
adverts covering trucks, transporters, 
construction machinery and caravans. 
On payment of a fee of as low as 11 Euros, 
occasional sellers can place adverts, 
while individual packages are availa-

ble for dealerships. It is free of 
charge to browse the offers.  

Industry
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With both feet planted  
firmly on the ground
Goods transport by road has always been a highly competitive sector in Australia,  
and volumes have increased in spite of the global financial crisis – thanks to  
companies like Casabene.
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For 40 years now, the workforce and ma-
chinery of Casabene Excavations and 

Drainage have tackled the tough job of pre-
paring industrial and commercial building 
land of any size. It is not merely by chance 
that the Australian drainage and ground-
works company attracts unanimous praise 
from its regular customers, which include 
some of the major contractors in the civil 
engineering business as well as electricity 
and water supply operations.

It started with a single digger

Michael Casabene began his business in 
1994 with a single digger, and specialised 
in drainage work. A few years later, his son 
and current CEO Pip Casabene, took over 
the company and extended its range of ac-
tivities to hire and building services. Exca-

vating work was also added over time. To-
day, Casabene Excavations and Drainage 
operates 475 machines and plant units, em-
ploys more than 100 highly qualified em-
ployees, and is continuing to grow and ex-
pand. “The important growth factors for us 
were the word-of-mouth recommendations 
by many satisfied customers and our first-
class reputation which we owe to our expert 
employees. They are our secret of success,” 
explains Marty Vaina, the business part-
ner and director of the groundworks divi-
sion. The Casabene Group consists of a se-
ries of separately managed sectors such as 
supply technology, transport, contracting, 
plant hire and import. The company’s ma-
chine fleet includes all kinds of excavators 
from 800 kilograms through to 48 tonnes, 
graders, rollers, bulldozers, dumper trucks, 
drawbar trailers and semitrailers, compact 
loaders and tankers.  Together with a fleet of 

Mack tractors and Isuzu trucks, the compa-
ny is well equipped to offer a comprehensive 
range of services for major project develop-
ers or owner builders. “Our versatility is one 
of our strengths – we can accomplish big 
and small jobs in parallel, even if they are 
located a long way away.  We can get down 
to work, and all it takes is a call for us to set 
out for projects anywhere from Melbourne 
to Brisbane.  We carry out every single or-
der with conscientious, precision work in 
order to meet and exceed our customers’ 
expectations. We devote our experience, 
as well as our best people and machines, 
to this purpose,” says Marty Vaina. This is 
why Casabene is continuously investing in 
the latest technology, training, safety meas-
ures and environmental protection precau-
tions. As Marty Vaina explains, the compa-
ny never cuts corners when it comes to legal 
requirements or health and safety, be-

Casabene has made it its mission to offer a wide 
range of construction and transport services, and is 
the proud owner of 475 machines. An excavator is 
just being loaded onto a high-payload low-loader.
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cause it is an important objective of every-
one at Casabene to look after the safety of 
their colleagues, and to reward the trust 
placed in them by customers through deliv-
ering perfect results. Casabene deliberately 
only uses the best brand-name equipment 
in order to accomplish the perfection that 
they promise their customers. For exam-
ple, a four-axle low-loader with facility for 
width extension, built and developed by 
Drake, was purchased recently; this can be 
combined not only with a 2x4 dolly from 
Drake, but also with a standard semitrailer 
tractor thanks to a low gooseneck and offset 
fifth-wheel plate.

BPW parts guarantee  
high resale value

The 11.43 metre long semitrailer with a 
“free loadbed” can be increased hydrauli-
cally from 2.5 to 3.5 metres in width so as to 
carry large earthmoving machinery such as 
enormous 48-tonne excavators. The resist-
ance and reliability of this unit is due to a 
hydraulic suspension from BPW/Drake 
which is equipped with 15-inch drum-brake 
axles from BPW. The rear two axles are 
steered trailing axles from BPW. The sus-
pension operates under low pressure in or-
der to guarantee a long service life com-
bined with low maintenance requirements. 
Activation of both 4.1 metre ramps at the 
end of the trailer, as well as extending the 
width of the loadbed, is performed quickly 

and safely by means of an electronically 
controlled hydraulic drive.  Tim Kempster, 
an experienced long-distance trucker: “The 
entire rig almost drives and operates itself, 
especially on transport roads where safety 
and manoeuvrability are absolutely essen-
tial.” Marty Vaina is also more than satis-
fied with the performance delivered by the 
Drake/BPW duo in practice: “The low load-
er is worth every cent that we paid for it, be-

cause we haven’t had any breakdowns or 
failures up to now. It’s almost like a financial 
investment, because it does precisely what 
we want it to. Working with people like By-
ron Foss from Drake was also a real pleas-
ure, because all of our wishes were taken 
into account during construction of the 
trailer. And, given all the excellent equip-
ment such as BPW axles, its resale value will 
also be high.” For a company such as 
Casabene Excavations and Drainage that 
works in a highly competitive sector, low 
maintenance costs, reliable performance 
and operating safety are decisive factors. 
Michael Casabene also confirms this: “With 
suppliers like Drake and BPW, as well as 
their corresponding equipment on board, 
we can offer our customers tailor-made ser-
vice and guarantees without risking our 
hard-earned reputation.”   (ap)         

More information about the company can be found 
at: www.casabenegroup.com.au

International

»Our versatility is one of our 
strengths – we can accom-
plish big and small jobs in 

parallel, even if they are 
located a long way away.«

Marty Vaina, partner at Casabene and director 
of the groundworks division

The entire rig is absolutely safe to drive even 
when fully loaded and on suburban roads.

The transport business Down Under

 Taken together, goods traffic by road and logistics account for about 48 billion dollars 
of Australia’s economic performance. About 42,500 companies – ranging from small 
firms with one or two vehicles driven by their owners, through to international haulage 
companies with more than 300 trucks – are active in this market. Australia’s transport 
business is undergoing a process of change, because compliance costs are rising and 
the increased use of technology is demanding trained operating personnel. Tighter leg-
islation and greater requirements for technology are increasing the gap between small, 
medium and large companies. However, what counts with regard to the survival and 
growth chances of a haulier remains the flexibility of its services, stringent and attrac-
tive pricing and, above all, commitment to the customer.
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Driver Tim Kempster of Casabene needs plenty of specialist knowledge and skill to secure machines of all sizes and weights, as well as loading 
and unloading them.      
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A t only 30 years of age, he is in charge 
of a medium sized company with 

120 employees, owns a fleet of  80 trucks:  
Björn Schade and his mother Gabriele 
Schade are in charge of Schade Logistic 
GmbH, a haulage company in Jessen, Ger-
many. The company works on building 
sites and with its special vehicles, it can 
transport panes of glass and oversized 
concrete elements to sites: concrete slabs, 
walls for houses and even structural slabs. 
Most orders come from within the region, 
but Schade Logistic also delivers through-
out Germany. Schade has already delivered 
to many major building sites, such as Pots-
damer Platz in Berlin. 

Delivering coal in the “Blitz”  The com-
pany’s history started about 60 years ago, as 
a one-man enterprise: Grandfather Helmut 
Schade drove an Opel Blitz in the post-war 
period, initially mainly private removals 
and transporting coal. Later, there were de-
liveries of vehicle components for the IFA, 
the vehicle manufacturing company of the 
former East Germany. On reunification, the 
fleet comprised three vehicles, and Helmut 
Schade also drove a taxi. His son Dieter 
Schade then took over the firm, and passed 
it on to his own son Björn about 4 years lat-
er. He grew up in the haulage business, and 
can still clearly remember being allowed to 

Schade Logistic is a  
haulage company based in 
Jessen in Saxony-Anhalt, 
which delivers to building 
sites all over Germany 
using special vehicles.

»We are specialised from A to Z«
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go on his first delivery with his father, at the 
age of about six or seven. “At that time, we 
frequently collected drinks from Berlin, so 
those were exciting expeditions for me as a 
kid,” says Björn Schade. He has always been 
fascinated by trucks, engines and move-
ment. Following reunification, the Schade 
haulage company took a major step for-
ward: New production facilities were be-
ing built around Jessen, many new clients 
were added, and Schade became the reg-
ular haulier for many customers. The in-
itial jumping-off point was the major or-
der from a glass company located in the 
vicinity, which Schade landed in 1991 to 
transport large panes of glass. The com-
pany bought its first inloaders for trans-
porting the fragile articles: Initially ten 
units, with one added every year, until the 
f leet comprised about 40 of them. Meet-
ing customers’ special requirements was 

the catalyst for the haulage company to 
expand. For printing companies, for ex-
ample, which regularly require large rolls 
of paper to be transported, Schade bought 
curtainsider vehicles operating with the 
Joloda system: steel rails are let into the 
f loor and locking wedges can be inserted 
in them in order to secure the horizontal 
paper rolls when loaded. Even the sliding 
floor vehicles are also equipped with this. 
The pallet rollers can easily be moved, load-
ed and unloaded there using a system of 
rails in the loadbed. A sawmill wanted tim-
ber to be transported: Vehicles with trans-
portable forklifts can achieve this thanks to 
four-way technology. “The vehicle can turn 
its wheels so that you can transport the 
planks of wood sideways, in order to pass 
through narrow gates, for example,” says 
Björn Schade. It is also possible to use them 
for other goods, such as long steel girders. 

Other vehicles in the Schade fleet are open 
wagons with a permanent certification for 
three-metre loading width, drop-centre ve-
hicles, concrete inloaders with independent 
suspension that can hold extremely long 
loads up to 3.60 metres in length, swap body 
vehicles that can also be used on building 
sites, as well as tractor units with trailers 
for very narrow building sites. “We are not 
your run of the mill haulage company,” says 
young entrepreneur Björn Schade, sum-
ming everything up. “We are specialised 
from A to Z.”

Consistent quality  For him, good feed-
back from customers is always the great-
est motivation. “Always whenever you have 
completed a job successfully and the client 
is satisfied, it gives you a boost for the next 
steps,” says Björn Schade. Ever since he was 
a child, he wanted to join the family 

Björn Schade (on left) at one
of his regular customers,  

a manufacturer of readymade 
manholes. The fleet of the 
Schade haulage company 

includes vehicles such as this 
inloader (right). 
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firm. In 1998, he started his apprenticeship 
as a haulage clerk, and then he worked as a 
scheduler, drove trucks, and was later taught 
step by step about how to run the company, 
gradually taking on more and more respon-
sibility. The most important principle of his 
work is consistently high quality – from 
scheduling through to delivery.

A feel for the vehicle This imposes exact-
ing requirements above all on employees 
at the steering wheel: they have to display 
driving skill and a good feel for the ve-
hicle, its length, width and height, when 
tackling the building sites which are fre-
quently very tight – particularly during 
reversing when the cargo often obscures 
visibility. It goes without saying that the 
goods are loaded and transported safely. 
To meet this requirement, Schade Logistic 
has trained its own drivers for five years 
now in its own driving school. “There are 
enough drivers on the market, but too 
few of them can handle the high-quali-
ty technology of our f leet proficiently, or 
have the corresponding appearance when 
dealing with customers,” says Björn Schade. 
Applicants often come to the company by 
word-of-mouth recommendation, in many 
cases the sons of tried-and-tested drivers 
have been trained up.  

Fuel-saving technology For the future, 
Björn Schade is planning to invest further 
in new vehicle technology: it should be in-
novative, light and fuel-saving. The running 
gear plays an important role in this: “For 
me, it is a crucial component of the vehicle, 
and it has got to deliver 100% reliability and 
service,” thinks Björn Schade. “This is why 
our fleet is completely equipped with BPW.” 
The businessman wants to continue his phi-
losophy of attending to individual custom-
ers’ wishes: both with regard to vehicle 
technology and in terms of service, for ex-
ample by doing the loading and unloading.  
“Our motto is ‘with experience into the fu-
ture’ and we have written this on our flags,” 
explains Björn Schade, “and the future 
starts now.”  (jg)                     

Concrete sections are loaded onto a flat-bed trailer with positive-steering axle.
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For more information about the Schade haulage 
company, refer to: www.schade-logistic.de

Workshop expert Gerhard Matthäs carries out the maintenance work.

This low-bed semitrailer of the Schade haulage company has been loaded with numerous 
concrete ceilings which will be used for building houses.
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HOW DO YOU FIND INFORMATION 
ON THE INTERNET?
The transport and logistics industry is continuously moving: there is always something new to report. 
But how can you filter out the information for yourself that you really need and are looking for? How 
do you find out online about news and facts? 

I find out information on… 

■ Websites of companies  ■ Websites of trade magazines   

■ RSS feed     ■ Newsletters  ■ Others:     

              ______________________________________ 

Company:

First name and surname:

Position:

Address, town and postal code and country:

E-mail:

To say thank you, we will give a BPW wristwatch to one lucky submission.

Please return this coupon by post to BPW by 31 July 2013 
Bergische Achsen KG, Postfach 1280, D-51656 Wiehl  
or by fax to +49 2262 784 909 or fill in online at  
www.trailerworld.de.

The winners of the prize draw in January were Michael Bröhmer from 
Pohlheim, Sylvia Helzel from Haigerloch and Tammo Knöchelmann from 
Glinde. The results of our survey:  
59.38 percent go online when on the move using iPhone, 20.31 percent use Android, 6.25 percent 
Blackberry, 12.5 percent other devices and 1.56 percent Windows Phone.
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